MEMORIES
OF
OBST

Leader of Impressive Squad ● Heart of Sauerbraten community
Friend of many ● Loved and loving son ● Beautiful soul
Unselfish, helpful, caring and respectful ● Cheerful, smiley, optimistic and positive
Unique, intelligent, creative, curious and talented in everything he touched
Amazing and astonishing personality ● Respected, loved and appreciated

Forever missed and always remembered

greenadiss @ 2021
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Pascal aka Obstriegel
1989/03/07 — 2021/03/01
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The following messages were collected from the Discord channel
#obst-memories where people shared their thoughts and memories
about Obstriegel after he passed away.
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Kotzikacki:
Rest in peace Obst :( Him and I had a lot of differences in our opinions and some disputes, but I always
respected him ♥
I only knew him over the internet but this is so... shocking I can't describe it. He kind of kept us all
together. The community was what made this game great, and Obst had a huge influence on why Sauer
is still so good.

IKEALuistercatalogus:
I played this game for almost 15 years and I saw him online very often, this came as a shock. I even
spoke to him in private about a month ago and he sounded as dedicated as ever as joyful as ever. A real
loss for the sauer community, so far it still exists. Nonetheless may he rest in peace.

nef:
Rest in Peace man! You made this game one of the best and you always welcomed me with respect and
kindness, even when asked the dumbest questions! Love!

Acuerta:
what a shock .. can't exactly say we were close but we've still known each other for like 12 years and to
see him disappear is really devastating

shuzo:
I remember asking him all kinds of basic tech related questions, which could seem obvious for some, but
he always helped me with care and patience. Even called me to make sure I got everything. Sauer would
not be what it is without him. May his soul rest in peace

Savi:
RIP obst. One of the best !s players around and a guy with best laugh which will be missed and not
forgotten ;(

emma:
Rest In Peace Obst...I hope you can eat a lot of cheesecakes there wherever you are now ♥
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.entropy:
Awful, just awful news to wake up to... what a huge loss for the community. We didn't talk much in
recent years but you were around from the very first moments I stepped into the game over a decade
ago, you were intelligent and kind and will be missed. Rest in Peace king, our thoughts are all with you ♥

benzomatic:
this is such devastating news. i remember the many nights we messed around with sauer mods, the
many mixes we played, and he was always the most joyful and positive person, and so kind towards
every new and old player. he worked so hard for this community, for his clan, this discord, the sauer
servers. i cannot believe that during all of this he had to suffer like he did, and that he's gone forever
now. i'm heartbroken and shocked

Bertolt_Brecht:
Since i learn the news i feel numb. The shock is huge. Sadness is heavy on my chest. I am trying to put
some words about obst’s achievements on this game and i think that i will never be able to include
everything he had done. Obst was one of the kindness person on this community. His work had a great
impact to this community, this game and to many players. It is not an exaggeration to say that this
community wouldn’t be the same as it is now without him. To me he was one of the few people I looked
for and admired from this community. He was always positive and he never gave up. He was stubborn
and a fighter. Obst is an example which someone should follow and i think that’s the best thing
someone could do to in order to honor him. Try to take something from him and apply it to your life's .
We will miss him. Rest in peace.

Savi:
I remember our first finals victory cheers and joy on voicechat, his fullest supoort to the clan and the
game, the time spent with him on voice was one of happiest and special moments for me which i will
miss. We lost more than just a clan member, we lost a founder, the heart of the clan itself which will be
impossible to replace. To think this day will come so soon makes me sad and frustrated. His laugh, joy to
play sauer will be missed in this community. Rest in peace Obstriegel, one of the best players in sauer
community which always helped when needed. :(

spy:
Never heard off Obstriegel till now, but I knew someone was running Rigatoni.... Wish I could thank him,
that server has been a large part of the fun I've had playing this game
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TophUwO:
It’s a weird feeling to know that an essential part of this community is gone now. It shocks me very hard
which is why I do not really know what to say. He was believed to be immortal, he has been around
since day one of sauerworld, back when I was still clueless of everything.
As notas and Brecht said, the amount of service he brought to this community through hosting tourneys,
maintaining this discord server, and just being a beacon of light — even during bad times — is
immeasurable and goes beyond everything I can possibly imagine.
I can only wish, wherever he may be now or not, that he has found his peace.
The good ones always die first, this tragedy once again proves that this phase is, albeit painful, correct.
We should all strive to take something from him and make the world a better place.
Rest in peace, Obstriegel, you will never be forgotten. Neither by your relatives, nor by all the people
you have helped and supported.

Satoshi:
He was a very patient, friendly and positive person. Rather solving issues than to create them. Respect
for his great service mentality. My prayers, positive vibes for the further journey of his soul. My
condolences to his family members, friends and the sauerbraten community.

Fohlen:
I am an atheist person but nevertheless today I will light a candle and put a prayer for Obst, may he truly
be in a good place for all eternity.

Tay:
I feel absolutely heartbroken about this loss. He was one of the first names i noticed when i started
playing on public servers, always humorous, friendly and welcoming. Obst literally guided me through
the application process to join xS. So if it wasn't for him, I would not have found my way into the sauer
community. He was the heart and soul of sauer. May he rest in peace.

Plata:
Rest in Peace Obst. Thank you for listening and helping me back when i was just a random
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[BOOF]BOOPHY:
He built a giant tower in Satisfactory and changed the giant lettering on the side to say BOOF instead of
OBST and it made me happy.

jay:
I'm so sad that he's gone but I'm glad I got the chance to play alongside and build a friendship with him
over the years. He was such a patient, nice and helpful person. He invited me into his clan with open
arms and made me feel like family. I honestly shed a tear typing because so many memories and laughs
come to my mind now, going all the way back to our days using Mumble. I truly will miss him, thank you
for allowing us a place to pay our respects. Rest in peace my friend.

firefly:
He reached out to me right after Christmas and again new year, offering help and support by any means
he could without being asked for. He just wanted me to say the words. We talked a lot about his health
and hospitalization and he was very brave and very curious, as always, about the medical technology
that was being used to find things about his own body. He told me funny stories about how his doctors
and nurses helped him endure his stay at hospital. The thing that warmed me the most was how he
repeatedly said that people in his life were very important to him. He cared deeply about his friends,
and even the opinion differences didnt stop him from doing that. He was one of the genuinely smartest
and curious guys I have come across in sauer, politically aware, and socially sensitive. I cherish all our
convos and hang outs, voice and mixes, and all the time we took to understand what was going on with
each other. Obst was more than a community leader to me, he acted a friend on sauer to me. And for
that, I celebrate the meaningful and curious life he led with all of us. Rest in peace, brother.

bioweapon:
Obst was one of the nicest guys i have known. His first message towards me was that we share the same
name. I had the honor to talk with him a bit in private and i can say that he always helped as much as he
can. He always said his oppionion without beeing rude or anything else. He really cared for his family
and friends or better say for people.He simply was a great guy.I am really sad because of this loss and i
wish his family and friends my warmest condolences. Rest in Peace Obstriegel aka Pascal...
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Shag:
A legend lost.... RIP Obst..... You will be missed.... EPIC Child of Sauer!

Josh22:
It’s so heart warming to read everyone’s experiences with obst and just how much he meant to people
all over the globe. Obst was the one of the first people I remember talking to, I remember him trying to
help me write an application when I was 14 for xS and it was probably like pulling teeth for him but he
stuck with it until I had something that could be considered decent. I think that says a lot about obst as a
person and how friendly, kind and caring he is. I always looked up to him and he was almost the ‘larger
than life’ figure in sauer as he was always the first person I went to for help. I have this weird feeling
ever since finding out the news, it just doesn’t seem real. Rest easy obst, thanks for your years of hard
work, dedication and resilience to the sauer community and making it what it is today ♥

(GoT) vis *RS*:
@Obstriegel To tag him for last time! Long live, charismatic inky, in our memories! He was there to help,
on many ways, he is best example how Cube 2 community should present self inside and outside. He will
be missed by many and i wish that i have part of his wisdom and be of better use to this community,
somehow! He was inspiring and creative person to. Goodbye and ty, obst.

Thujone:
I've hardly been around here anymore, and haven't played in a while, but I am really going to miss Obst.
He was so incredibly polite; even when I mentioned how bad I was at the game or anyone thought they
weren't good, he'd return with a compliment, highlighting how well we played. His sense of
sportsmanship was incredibly heartwarming. I regret not being around more, to know him better. It's an
awful surprise to hear he lost a battle with an illness. I hope, sincerely, that what he lived through didn't
bring him to suffering. A man such as himself deserves peaceful rest, for how selfless and kind he was.

swatllama:
Obst always loved experimenting with fun programming projects, in Sauer and outside. He was a great
guy to talk with about parallel programming and some nice optimization techniques, and took an
interest even in my stuff. He liked to keep up with current programming trends, and we'd have lovely
discussions on all kinds of related topics I've had with no other on here. I'll always miss that about him.
When RTX and DLSS came out, we had some fond postulations about the specifics of their mechanics he was great to bounce things like that off.
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Acuerta:
This might be the saddest and at the same time most touching thing to have ever happened here ... all
the responses really make you look at the community under a different light, if you know what I mean

halb:
I remember that a couple of years ago teenage me and friends were looking to host a server and Obst
was like ‘don’t bother, I’ll host you one’. Without question, he was a generous and genuinely kind
person. This community suffers a great deal from this loss. We should all be grateful for what we have
here and put in the work to make it last.

BATMAN:
O dear Obstriegel , i will never forget you in my whole life, u were a so kind , so careful , so happy and
most of all a big hearted man....we all will miss you and you will always have a special place in my
heart... Rest in peace my friend
I will mourn for you Obstriegel, for a whole month ....I'll miss you so much.. because what you did for
sauerbraten , no one will ever forget it

Krakovic:
Obst and I never really talked much, but during my most active time, early to mid 2010s, we played
many public games and clanwars together, and he was always a friendly guy with great sportsmanship.
His dedication to his clan and the community over the years has been truly impressive. He left a big
mark on this game, and will be remembered here for a long time. Rest in peace. ggs :'(

phobo:
Rest in peace Obstriegel. Thank you for the endless hours spent helping to keep this community going.
We will miss your kind contributions and leadership.

Юлия:
he was a really fantastic guy. his actions were often unpredictable for me. thats why he was so
interesting to me. the only advantage of the virtual world is my ability to consider him alive. he is alive
for me, he is not online...but this is little consolation. I’ve been thinking with sadness of his mother for
all day. my condolences
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nopnotme:
Leader, Friend, Organizer, Balanced in all matters, your chapter has unfathomably ended too soon.
Although your departure from this life was premature your effect on the people whom you touched will
forever inspire. Selfish to say we still wish you were here, but we know wherever your spirit is it’s
already a positive influence. We all must walk this inevitable path someday, but it would have been
better to have you longer on the journey brother.
Rest well Obst, your actions define longevity.

Bangbull:
I'am playing this game nearly since the beginning (don't know how long) and i have seen many people
who wanted to change something here.
I am an old companion of zero's dev-servers and admin of the rev-servers. Setting up a server doesn't
keep sauer alive. starting a discord-channel doesn't keep the community alive. It is the person behind all
of it and this was Obst!
When Riga grows up, i was pissed on...(Sorry)...but then i got to know Obst.
WOW..he was the one and only! It was his way of doing it. I had not many private chats with him, but
the time i spent here with him showed me his extraordinary personality.
Nobody will be able to replace him, but we should try to continue his way of living this!
It is a honor for me (as admin of venice) to be an auth on riga!
I will miss you.....

p1x:
I'm not good at these things, but I read all of the heartwarming thoughts people wrote down here and
can't find better words for Obst and what he leaves behind. He really was a constant in this community
and these news are a shock, but his legacy will live on with all of us.

Gangler:
as savi already mentioned: I will miss the situations when we played clanwars and he just joined our
voice chat to make jokes and laugh about everything he saw. He always tried to make people smile. He
once told us that everything he is saying which is not informative or helpful is to make other people a bit
more happy. That was true. I always knew that he is someone very special but I didn't take the chance
to tell him what a great guy he is. Now its too late, everything I can do now is for myself or the people
who are still here. That's a good thing too but I regret not saying to him what a great person he was.
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arCABAL:
I have great memories of him. He always seemed so nice to everyone and able to manage and interact
with the communities really well and do so much for others. Very sad to read about this.
I remember a few times in the food channel he said some stuff that sounded pretty extreme, and I
thought that couldn't be right, like he said that he was barely able to digest proteins or something. He
must have been struggling with his health for very long. I had already wondered why he seemed a bit
inactive lately. Truly one of a kind guy that was very pleasant to have known which I feel strangely proud
of, even though we didn't talk so often.

greenadiss:
I cant stop crying while reading your memories about obst. This is so tragic but also nice that there are
so many people remembering so many good moments about him.
Obst was like my real family, we cared about each other a lot. We spent a lot of fun time talking and
playing together. He taught me so many things, he was so smart, humble and generous. I knew he liked
helping people but after reading the words here, I understand that the piece I knew was just the tip of
the iceberg. He never cried about anything, he never showed how much he suffered from pain, and
despite all that he was able to joke, smile and laugh genuinely. His laughing was pretty infectious, many
people heard it. I lost part of myself with him and I still cant believe i won't hear good nights and
mornings from him anymore.
Rest in peace, obst <3 you are in a better place now. I will miss you greatly, you know it and always
knew.

a-monster:
I am still speechless, it hurts so bad. So many memories, thank you Obst

Kotzikacki:
You never really value someone or something until it's gone. That being said, thanks to Obst for
everything he did. For Sauer, for its players and community. I will, throughout my future time in games,
never forget what big role Sauer and along with it Obst played. All of the good (and bad) days and
memories associated with him I will miss.
For example when he mesaged me about my naive application for !s when I was a total noob, but he did
never treat me bad in that context, he never seriously made fun of me, not of anyone.
Everytime I play a duel, everytime I play a clanwar, every time I am in game I will have to think about
Obst and how it would probably be totally dead if he had not kept this community together.
Thanks for everything he did for us all
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notas:
I put everything i had to say about his legacy, accomplishments, the incredible person he was, and what
he meant to the community in the discord announcement, but i'll share some thoughts on how Obst
featured in my sauer life personally. Obst was, in many ways, the polar opposite of the player I was for
most of my sauer 'career.' He didn't take things too seriously, he invited everyone and anyone to his
clan, he focused his efforts on the public community rather than the competitive community, and he put
as much or more time into helping and socializing as he did into hardcore competition. Even his opinions
on sauer development sometimes clashed with mine. Despite this, he never treated me with any kind of
disdain or animosity. Way back in the irc days, he offered to set up a bouncer for me for absolutely no
reason other than to be helpful and kind. He encouraged my stream early, and set up the discord to
announce it to more people without me even asking. It's a small thing, but during sauer 2020
development he was one of the only people who confirmed and could even explain how SDL 2 was
messing with the sound compared to vanilla collect or even to comed's older SDL 2. This saved my
sanity. I went back to my discord messages to look at some of my conversations with Obst, and it was
amazing how many of them ended with me saying some version of 'thank you, and thank you for
everything you've done for the game.' One look at all the statements in this channel and you can see
why.
my opinion of obst dramatically improved on the day i first saw that video
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bzIADVvIBt8

eihrul:
Obst has been commemorated in the Sauerbraten masterserver MOTD.

JustinWii8:
Obst had a great personality and was so kind. I didn't know him on a personal level but immediately
knew we lost a legend and very special person. This game will never be the same without you obst. Rest
in peace.

XD~:
...i am still speechless about this sad news. May he rest in peace. Yes. But it would be nicer if this is
fakenews. So many is fake. This isnt. Damn.
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Doom32:
For me to have tears for a person I didn't know "personally", is astonishing, it's very clear the impact he
had on the Sauerbraten community, may Obstriegel rest in piece.

Redon:
I feel like I never got to know Obst personally, but whether you knew him or not, it's obvious that he had
an enormous, positive impact on the sauer community over the many years he was with us. I'm grateful
for his efforts to make this a friendly and welcoming place, and I want to offer my condolences to those
who lost a dear friend in him.

RONSFURY:
I think Obst is blessing all new players like me from above

tune:
It's difficult to find the right words, when everything Obst did is allready mentioned. Personally he
helped me a lot with setting up sauer years ago and nowadays he also helped everyone with any
computer issues. Once he joined the voice channel with the sound "meep meep" right before starting
laughing. As a friendly, funny and always reliable person everyone in this community should remember
him. Together with him we kept the game clear of cheaters, hackers and other junkies :muscle:. Not at
least he lead the most famous server in sauer - Rigatoni. We played so many public and mix games
together and there was not even a single game that was not funny. To mention his name a last time:
Dear @Obstriegel, rest in peace. Your family is in our thoughts and prayers.♥

RaZgRiZ:
It's always quite profound to learn that a name you've known for many years will never appear again
except in other people's talks. I didn't know Obst personally or as well as many of you, mostly just
seeing him chat around the server. I was likewise unaware he had health troubles this whole time,
though for it to be largely unknown, it's fairly clear he wanted it to be this way, at the very least so as to
not be treated any different due to it.
It brings genuine tears in my eyes to learn of his passing, another old timer of the sauer community who
didn't move on from the game itself, but also from this plane of existence, leaving behind a hole where
his presence was that no amount of cubes could possibly fill.
You will be missed you beautiful bastard. Rest in peace.
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Secundar':
Wish him all the best and rest in peace - heaven is a beautiful place now that they've got him up there
too. ♥

Sanzen:
He was a unique individual, truly will miss him.♥
him.

Alkfly:
Those we love and lose are always connected by heartstrings into infinity.
R.I.P. Obst! You will be truly missed!

greenadiss:
I never realized it, never understood how deep it was, how
strong was bond between us. I was taking it for granted. He
was always around for me, we were around for each other. I
loved obst like mother loves her child, like sister
siste loves her
brother, like friends love each other. My grief is enormous.
He liked calling me "funnyadiss", "sunnyadiss" and different
"flower" related names. He was sending me different flower
emojies in the morning and was appreciating every moment in
his life. Obst was always positive and he tried to share his
positive world with everyone.
I miss him so much...

bbk:
OMG so sad to read of obst’s passing :cry: Rest in peace my friend

dp26:
Rest in Peace. Love for all sauer community.
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Юлия:
I have watched all episodes of Star Trek thanks to Obst)

DeathStar:
I remember having clanwars against Obst back in the day, VA vs ImpressiveSquad. It was fun chatting
with obst about server stuff, we would talk about what he was doing with rigatoni and i'd talk about the
stuff I was doing with my mods. He was always super nice and never took sides against other people. A
very kind hearted individual. I respected him greatly for being a good admin and a good person. It is very
sad to hear of his passing. May he rest in peace.

Neko.:
Oh wow. I haven't had much interaction with him (or here in general) but it's still very sad to lose a wellesteemed community member. Rest In Peace

Manu:
When I joined the discord in 2017, he set up my roles on discord and help me get along on the server.
Truly a helpful and selfless guy.
Obst also seemed to really love listening to music with others in the voice chat here.
I press F, RIP Obstriegel ♥

NooBa:
Very sad news, such a nice guy. I'm thankful for all the fun games over the years, the silly talks and jokes
ingame. He will be sadly missed. Rest in Peace Obst, good games.

Tristan05:
sono appena venuto a conoscenza della mancanza di Obstrigel, è stato un grande membro della
community. l'ho conosciuto già tempo fa facendoli domande nella sezione support e quando ha
aggiunto OIT nella bacheca dei clan su sauerworld.org. sono davvero dispiaciuto della sua mancanza,
riposi in pace ♥
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SKaeNE:
He was a real legend!
There is actually no one who has really inspired me. Except Obstriegel.
This guy just went through what made him personally happy! He didn't care what others thought about
him.
When we were kids (I guess 4th grade), we built caves at his house.
But it would not be Obstriegel, if he had not already had a computer in this cave and installed with
Fischertechnik security technology. There were light barriers throughout the house so that we could see
on the computer when his mother was on her way to his room.
As we got older, we had lan parties every weekend.... Lugging 50kg computer.... So a solution was
needed!
Long before there was commercial wifi, he wanted to build a wireless network in our town with our
help! We should collect empty blank spindles, from which he then built antennas!
And what can I say? The antennas worked!!! We never finished building the network. But Obstriegel was
a visionary....
In 2012 he told us about BitCoins, then about cannabis stocks.
Obstriegel had absolute laser vision!
RIP you crazy guy!

YouKnowHowItGo:
I'm very sad to hear this. I'm not a close friend, but I remember Obstriegel all the way back when I
started Sauer in 2012. Rest in peace.

jay:
I regret not keeping in contact with him when leaving the clan and community. He played a huge roll in
my enjoyment of Sauer and numerous steam games. We had our ups and downs through the years but
he and !s were like family and the good times always outweighed any bad times. I just hope he knew
how special he was to me and everyone here, not just because of Sauer but because of who he was as a
person.

rem:
Vielen Dank für Ihre Hilfe, als wir sie brauchten. Vielen Dank für Ihre Freundlichkeit, als wir nicht
wussten, dass wir es brauchten, bis Sie es gaben. Das ist das Zeichen eines wahren Freundes
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Шülorc:
he is waiting for charon to bring him to the other side of the river styx

RIP brother

Fatality:
RIP Obstriegel.. What a complete shock. I will never forget the good times we had together in !s, inside
and outside of sauerbraten.
As many already have said, you were one of the most kind, welcoming and helpful members of this
community. You always had a positive attitude
attitude that was just so contagious. You gave me a place in !s
when I first came into this community, a clan that has undoubtably acheived much in Sauer under your
leadership. Your contributions to the game and community are unmatched.
I regret not being there in the last years of your life, but the moments we did share were
UNFORGETABLE.
I could compile a video with just clips or audio from you. A solid few years of my life included you. I don't
even know how to process this news, but you will be missed, my friend.
Rest in Peace obst, you glorious bastard.

Юлия:
he asked me once why have I come to the game? I ansered that I want to understand the feeling. why
do people play? I tried to understand why my son plays. I think he did a lot of things to help me aand get
me out of the game. we can leave if we have desire. I have thanked him. Im glad that I have had time to
do it
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firefly:
Obst was very sweet in some ways. Sometimes, he would send me things like this out of nowhere

But also these after I left !s and was arguing with him more. He was never one to hold grudges. And for
that, we managed to talk about cs and math and physics and fascism and many more topics of life.
Despite shit tons of arguments, I can honestly say he took like 90%+ of my sauer suggestions and
implemented them. The screenshot is one of those things that made me realize he missed the times we,
jay and i and many others, used to hang in voice for mix and that distance put him at unease .

A lot of components we took for granted. We miss you, dear Obst

Cedii:
I still cant believe this and im still struggling to find words. I remember when i had a few calls with him
into the night about the ideas he has and he helps me out whatever i had a question for. He got an open
ear as i can see for all of us even tho if you might expect he got less time if you see what he has done
here. It‘s hard for me to describe him in a short way but it may be enough to say that his behavior, his
strength and his kindness is something to admire and strive for. My fav sentence is ,,be the light you
want to see in the world“ and damn he was a really bright light ill never forget. RIP Obst ♥

Acuerta: I'm starting to think there were in fact several obstriegels, possibly clones he made? it seems
impossible for one guy to somehow help/keep in touch with this many people
Manu: He fed his mind into AI to do that?
bioweapon: Well i think he would have been smart enough for that
eihrul: I think it is a reflection of how tightly knit the Sauerbraten community is, and how much impact
you can make within one.

extra-a:
sad news, hoped it was not real :(
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greenadiss:
in 2016 obst sent me a parcel with few gifts. he put a lot
of newspapers to protect the stuff inside and added this
mark. I still keep the newspapers, I ironed them so they
look neat :)
and now I feel like putting that newspaper in a frame

this makes me smile every time I read it

while i was fighting caterpillars eating my plants, obst
was having some fun

Footknight:
I personally didn't know Obstriegel, nor spend a lot of time chatting with him. But I do remember a
pretty chill dude who always seemed to be doing something in the Sauer community. Hanging out on
servers, chatting up.. chat.. rooms. I generally remember him as that familiar guy that I always just said
"hey how's it going?" to when we passed each other on various servers. It seems sort of surreal that he's
gone. Like "woah, one of the main sauer dudes is actually gone..." messes with my head...
That said it is really cool to watch this community gather to celebrate his life and memories. Heart
Heart-felt
stuff! Rest in Peace Obstriegel

coolin:
Gutted. Obst was the man. Dude did so much for our community and we won't be the same without
him. Constant pillar of positivity and friendliness
friendlines and just an all-around
around nice guy to be around.
He'll be missed for sure!
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Agalloch:
I am so sorry Obst....
Actually it's a second guy that died and I knew him in a game. The first one was Sh00ting, in real life
Chandler Garcia. Young guy, he was shot by a robber in his own house in USA. We played together in a
clan ]RS[ like 15 years ago. He had like 22 when he died... 2 years ago.... Now it's Obstreigel we played
in impressive squad. I remember I joined their clan when they had only 3 players. Milch Obst and one
more. I joined from Bob clan. We started perfect way of success. Obst leaded well. It is interesting how
players from clan can mean anything in your heart or in your life. I am really shocked.

JAZZOCC:
I'm glad to have found this game about 10 years ago and it was my wish back then that it will live on till
I'm old.
I don't have much insight on the "behind-the-scenes" work but I know it was Obst who played an
essential role in all of this.
I am very grateful for that!!
I will play some blues in memory of him!

pisto:
sorry to hear this

FragorCaelestis:
I'm sorry for this loss, I had a lot of funny moments, matches and so with him.

OldfieldBush:
he was one of the rare video game devs that would actually respond and casually answer questions

roo roo:
I remember all of the times I saw obst just sitting in spectator. he would always say hello, he was so kind
and was nice to everyone, im extremely saddened by his passing but i hope he is in a better place now,
rip obst
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Zob:
I can’t believe I came back after all this time and my former teammate is dead, I remember obst always
being very nice no matter what the circumstances were to all his teammates and the whole sauer
community, obst will be in my memories forever, Rest In Peace
Pe
my friend ♥

Springbok:
Wow... what a shocker. I have been very busy with work, so I have not been playing as much lately. To
come for a bit of gaming on a Sunday and find this news is very sad. Obst, we will miss you. You have
been a great asset to this
his game we all enjoy. May you rest in peace.

=TrS=>XDBrechtVB:
@=TrS=Rocky and some other people made this and asked me to send it here

dogerish: i made the heart ♥

Flitzpiepe:
Es ist ein Geschenk unbeschreiblicher Größe, es ist pure Energie, das Potential
Potential die Welt zu verändern.
Wir selbst haben die Möglichkeit diese Energie frei zu lassen, es zuzulassen getragen zu werden,
stolpernd über glückliches Pech und harmonisch zerstörte Unzufriedenheit, auf der Suche nach uns
selbst. Mit all seinem Licht und
nd Schatten, mit all dem Glück und Leid, mit all dem was uns spüren lässt,
dass wir existieren, trägt es uns hinaus in die Weiten der Welt, über die Felder des Wahnsinns, vorbei an
den Stränden der Vergänglichkeit, durch die Ozeane der Emotionen, zu den Gebirgen
Gebirgen des Wissens,
hinauf zu den Gipfeln des Seins, durch die Abgründe der Seele, über die Wolken des Vorstellbaren und
über die Grenzen des Verstandes, hinein in das Reich des Ungewissen...
Rest In Peace Obstriegel
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Atakan:
4t4K4n here. I just found out that Obst has passed away. I've met Milch and Obst nearly 10 years ago.
You guys were my only friends back then I've enjoyed every match with you guys. Even though i dont
know any of you irl you are still very special for me. Im not good at expressing my emotions but i wanted
to give it a try. Thank you for the great memories Rest in peace Obst.

TheLove:
I was a scrolling to find sauerbraten chat just by now to check on, found this obst memories channel and
thought it will be related to some canned food the thing obst always post randomly, after going to the
beginning I continued scrolling to find where the joke ends, hit me hard everytime the chat get warmer
and sad, I wish I really wish it is just a joke, it strike me to lost someone I know although I never met him
IRL but I know it would be fun to hang with intelligent man such as him, he was very patient, loving to
help, very smart and polite, which is why I always liked to annoy him, probably !s members know more
about this, when we lose a clan war, or someone leave the game, or the server crash, when he created
discord server, or basically for any reason, I say (it’s obst fault) even when he is not online in the server,
it’s just to annoy him and I know he would laugh when he read it, it’s never your fault my friend,
Everything you made was to help on your own perfect way, you’ll be remembered my friend, you cared
a lot about this game and it was never about the game, it is because you know you’re saving someone’s
else joy by saving it from dying, now you’ll live in our hearts for eternity, Rest In Peace my friend ♥

TengriKhan:
Rest in Peace Obstriegel. Sad to hear the news.

phobo:
here it is Easter again and I was just musing about last years Easter Eggs Sauerbraten mod. That was an
excellent surprise from Obst. Miss you bud.

[BOOF]BOOPHY:
Easter and new year mods were great and fun very bouncy and drunk and lovely times thank you mr.
obstroofy

Gnocci:
I am really gonna miss him. he was great fun to be around
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Morty:
Obstreigel. Rigatoni ru... no. Sauer will not be the same without you.
I first met Obstriegel in 2017 when I decided I was way better at this game than the average Winston. I
applied for a master position, and was quickly invited to join the gestapo. Through the past 3 years, i’ve
come to know Obstriegel. We shared dreams, photos, passions, loves, deep thoughts, and all kinds of
fuck you mannerisms. Don’t let my writing trick you into thinking this is a narcissistic text. He was a fairly
open man, so it was easy to discuss/share anything with him. The death comes as no surprise, but as a
sadness. Waiting to see that stupid blue pig as I open Sauerworld discord is something that will never
come again. I’ve pictured him suddenly online at the top of the page like it was a normal day. Only to
think now that it will never happen again. He is gone but a part of him lives on. I will miss him as I’m sure
most of you who knew him will. He was a strange individual. Perfect for an administrator of a discord for
a game made almost 20 years ago. I might have some funny voice messages from him saved and I will
try to post them if they are found. For those of you that knew him, I’m sure as his last request, he would
like us to continue playing and continue to bring sauerbraten into the limelight as 2021 proceeds. If I
think of anything on my heart about Obstriegel I will be sure to share. I was never a fan of “rest in
peace” because what I believe is.. he is not resting! he’s doing everything that he wasn’t able to on this
earth! Till we meet again.

Barbina7:
R.i.p obst!

Юлия:
прощай, Обст. мы встретимся, Паскаль.

Maqx (Flips):
Rest in peace

makhpeter:
Rest in Peace. Thanks for the good work.

Sears:
Rest in Peace
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Loca:
Rest in Peace. You where the only one who helped me when i was here...

sadprn:
Rest in Peace...

__FRY__:
rest in peace

greenadiss:
obst liked drawing particular people,
the way he saw them. and that's
how he saw me :) with a cat on my
head, ofc! and with those crazy eyes
%) and he even bothered to draw
the pattern on her fur, those funny
circles.
I am sure there are people who can
also share his drawings of them :)

Super_Girl:
I was lucky enough to know his kindness and devotion. You will be always in my memory, Obst. Always.

Øwl:
Part of Sauer has passed with Obst

dogerish:
dang dude, i didnt even know him that well but i remember him raving while we listened to music and
how after some persuasion, he added my discord bot to sauerworld. i will always remember him, the
mark he left is undeniably huge
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shiki:
He was a unique individual, truly will miss him. ♥

DeadShot:
rest in peace Obst ♥

falafelpotatoe:
R.I.P. Obst

TelVivace:
I cannot imagine a such a legend in Sauerbraten to be a real person. I, as a young inexperienced person
(still) imagined everyone on the net as some sort of neverending... personalities you cannot lose.
Sometimes someone just went away, but not like that... That was a way too big ragequit...

Quin:
Y'know, I didn't know Obst too well, he joined the community after I had moved on so my interactions
with him was through Tomatenquark which was brief. but I know he loved working with the
communities and the Cube engine games and he helped me connect with the people in TQ. so even
though I only knew him a short time, I was sad to have lost him.

]Zombie[:
Obstriegel's time here was short. But his work continues today and still enriches the community. Rest in
peace.

___________________________________________________

Sauerworld post: Farewell dear friend
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♥
Big thanks to everyone who shared their memories,
thoughts and love.

Obstriegel was always the kind of person who
makes people better, who makes the world a better
place. The person who would always find a way to
make people smile and laugh, and who would still
do that for us, because there are so many great
moments we can remember about him.
He will live forever in our hearts and minds through
memories of him.

♥
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